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Françoise Benhamou, économist, France. 

 

 
 
Does culture / creative imagination give you a reason to hope? 

Creativity is not only hidden in the works, it also a product of the caring for works, this is the field  I 

would like to be located. Creativity influences the whole cultural chain of values , from the process of 

creation to the process of diffusion : creativity in the way to create and promote one’s work, 

creativity of the financing methods (crowd funding), creativity of supports (the digital book and all its 

declension), creativity of the economic models … 

This creativity even allow the emergence of events, as interesting and disconcerting as Wim 

Delvoye’s exhibition “in the Louvre”, which just opens.  

The new “porosity” of the world, particularly enabled by the emergence of new communication 

technologies, liberated the artists by allowing an economic and geographical reorganization : artists 

who were before forced to move to countries like the US to gain in visibility, can now get famous in 

their own countries without needing other nations.  

The emergence of new dynamic forms of diffusion also led to much creativity in the diffusion 

suggestions – and suggestions of targeted works. 

In addition, creative imagination benefits from, in general, the increase of mobility :  

 The trip of artists is today a wonderful way to make different cultures meet, even if it 

remains a lot to do concerning the support given to these artists’ trips, in particular by means 

of programs close to the Erasmus model.   

 The displacement of museums outside their own houses constitutes, in the same way, a 

reason to hope: from Beaubourg to the Louvre to the audience of provincial towns or of jails 

(cf. exhibition in the central prison of Poissy), the distance keeps decreasing. We can also get 

down to the translation of such initiatives beyond borders.  

There are many reasons to hope – but it is necessary to give the creators and the others the means 

to make them a reality.  

Who embodies it the best? 

It can seem derisory, a lot too “materialistic”, but the example of a digital book that would go beyond 

the only digitized book would be a genuine reason to hope, allowing a simplified update of the data, 

A digital book beyond the digitized 

book 
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more exchanges and much enrichment of the contents, almost real-time. We can also decline new 

forms of creativity in the new “object”. 

The digital and the diversity of creative forms it leads to also enable the artists today to express 

themselves in “complementary” forms. The example of the comic books is fascinating, associating 

different types of creation that complement each other, through new forms of communication, of 

diffusion. Networks are being created in these fields – networks of sharing, of work, of financing-

hunting, etc – it reminds that creativity spreads in adaptation, putting artists in touch and opening up 

their new horizons for their respective circles. In the comic books, I think about Delitoon, the 8Comic 

collective, and more. More generally, it can go from restricted artists/amateurs circles to larger 

circles, from Socialarts to many groups in the regions – Pays de la Loire, Bretagne, etc. In a general 

way, internet, as a tool, gives reasons to hope because it is a formidable vehicle of distribution, with 

a reservation about the question of the data protection, a vigilance point we must keep on watch.  

What would be the personal initiative/project/work that embodies it the best? 

The academic world, and the education sector in general, are undergoing permanent changes, where 

the margin of increase remains real. The reasons to hope mingle with the reasons to teach, to give, 

to pass on codes, keys, in order to help underprivileged young people, to fight against social violence, 

and those are, to me, reasons to hope I think about every day. Projects that are worth it must be able 

to find their place at school and at university, and the artist must be able to take over those places, 

work and share with young people.  

How would you like to pass it on to future generations? 

Concerning the support of creativity and its enhancer, when it exists, remains to invent. The 

university, as a place of emergence and support of creation, deserves to be reinvented. There 

remains a lot to day in term of education too : it is the recurrence in the cultural places audience that 

creates a quality relationship between a person and the cultural object. 

A urban policy; promoting the distribution of culture where people live, would enable to pass on and 

to go towards real changes. We must build these reasons to hope. In order to do that, art and culture 

must go towards the suburbs, the provinces, reinvest the whole territory and not limit to centers. We 

must force art to cross the cities, and influence them. The project of a Villa Medicis in Montfermeil 

was a good initiative if we turn our attention to this type of criteria. The introduction of artists 

residences in the universities also is a step in the right direction and is something to go in depth into : 

Paris 13 made this kind of experiment and welcomed a residence of circus artists.  

This aspect is a lot more developed in the US or in the UK because the campus works as a microcosm 

and the time dedicated to cultural activities is a lot more supported. Up to date, there remains a lot 

to do to professionalize talent and to make a job out of creativity, or at least an asset. In the US, 

extracurricular activities, from sports to arts, have a weight they do not have in Europe : such a 

development creates opportunities for creative people and promotes imagination in universities.  

Finally, companies also have a role to play in the cultural passing on ; they do by means of the works 

councils (access to show for example) or of foundations … For the small businesses, the 

mutualization of this kind of initiative could turn out to be very positive.  
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Tom Dey, film director, United States of America. 

 

 
 

Does culture/creative imagination give you reason to hope? 

Absolutely.   

What gives me hope is seeing someone pursue his or her passion without regards to recognition, 
money, or rewards, particularly when the endeavor enriches or expands my understanding of what is 
culture. 

The tools for storytelling have become infinitely more accessible to the public, and this represents a 
great shift in power.  Anyone with a story to tell and access to a digital camera and computer can 
make a film.   

Who embodies it best? 

One example is the work of photojournalist and filmmaker Danfung Dennis, who made a 
documentary about the Afghanistan war called Hell and Back.  What he achieved with a single Canon 
5D camera and microphone is more powerful and emotional than most war movies with enormous 
budgets that I have seen.    

What would be the personal initiative/project/work that embodies your reason to hope? 

I just began working on a documentary about a group of pioneers in the integration movement in 
America who participated in an experimental educational program in the 1960s called A Better 
Chance.   It is a passion project for me because my father was largely responsible for creating this 
program.  Without recent advances in camera and editing technology, as well as research and 
funding sources available through the web, I would not be able to afford to make this film. 

How would you like to pass it on to future generations? 

I have always been drawn to stories which embody the idea that what unites us is greater than what 
divides us, and I hope that among my films there will be something to pass on to future generations 
regarding this theme. 

  

Reinventing storytelling 
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Emesha, fashion designer, Hungary. 

 

 
 

How does Culture / creative imagination give you a reason to hope? 

Technical innovations opening new opportunities to move towards more sustainable means of 
production give me a reason to hope. Another improvement granted by such innovations is their 
ability to allow us to change the way we educate people with the help of social media in a fun and 
interactive way. 

Who embodies it the best?  

Artists with a real voice, who are able to express themselves and  make themselves heard, are for me 
the best embodiment of the power of culture. 

What would be the personal initiative / project / work that embodies your reason to hope?  

I run a sustainable clothing company using only natural, organic and recycled fabrics.  By attracting a 
fairly younger clientele (25-35 year-old ‘influencers’) EMESHA would like to put the emphasis on 
‘green’ being ‘cool’ and desirable through which I hope to educate and influence a new generation. 
 
How would you like to pass it on to future generations?  

I would like to pass it on to future generation by educating young adults so that they will raise their 
children with core values. 

  

Re-instilling some fun and desire 
through culture 
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Frédéric Filloux, Managing Director, Digital Operations, France. 

 

 
 

Does culture / creative imagination give you a reason to hope? 

The main reasons to hope are: education, the thirst for knowledge, the violent willingness of 

improvement, the taste for risk (in France, the obsession of the zero risk is still very present). The 

openness to the world is also a reason to hope: the young people speak many languages, the young 

people can easily travel abroad. Globalization (and thus the friction between the ways of life and 

thought) is a wonderful reason to hope; Apple is the first company which has understood that we can 

make people pay a fee for “aesthetics” (alliance between beauty and aesthetics, combination of 

technology and “liberal arts” like Steve Jobs said).  

Who embodies it the best? 

It is difficult to isolate culture from techniques/sciences. In Florence, at the Galilee museum, we can 

see the alliance between beauty (aesthetics) and technical nature. It is the perfect command of the 

techniques which liberated creation as we can see through the example of Norman Foster and of the 

architectural daring creations. If artists had not had the liberating support of sciences, they wound 

not have had the freedom to create as many things. To favor creation, it is necessary to find and 

develop economic environments that encourage creative breakdowns, even though it is difficult to 

make them dawn. In this sense, the educative system has an important role to play: some systems 

advocate the defense of a perfectly shaped thought (i.e. the national administrative school in France) 

which encourages continuity more than perturbation, whereas others, like the Anglo-Saxon system, 

which facilitates the forming of creativity (we can study the courses we are interested in) or the 

Montessori education model (Larry Page and Sergei Brin – founders of Google – come from this 

model).  

We need much confidence: from individuals to society; from society to the individuals. Politicians 

should define a real project of cultural development. But politics is by nature “corrupted” by the 

mandatory pork: we need to find substitutes (patrons, foundations, big research centers). Jean-Louis 

Grassée often shows the example of the Medicis Villa when he imagines the creation of 

environments favorable for the dawn of start ups, that he sees as places of economic and creative 

convergence in the USA. 

Thinking outside of the box 
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Technology broadens the creative spectrum. For example, in photography, the birth of digital created 

an enormous inflation of the offer, at the same time, the possibilities of research have never been so 

broad. Tools like Photoshop had pernicious effects on pictures, but they also were a wonderful field 

of creative expression. In the same way, the improvement of shot and shooting devices –photo and 

video- also widened the creative field: being able to take a picture or filming with lower light is 

changing the cinema, like photography changed; war photography was completely reinvented.  

Paradoxically, to this technological inflation of the picture processing answers a certain conscious 

decline : cf. the comeback of the Lomo and its blurred pictures, and the fact that Instagram, the 

iPhone application bought by Facebook, is built on a series of filters which damage the clear picture 

of the digital sensor add the flaws of old lenses.  

What would be the personal initiative / project / work that embodies your reason to hope?  

The architect is a real artist. There is a proliferation of artists in the USA thanks to the private 

economic support and to a relation without complex between the artistic world and the private 

sector. The impact of the technique on architecture is wonderful: the backer of the world’s highest 

tower in Dubai wants to ‘add floors”, how can we manage to do this? This is technique that enables 

to make such a feat Eiffage asked Norman Foster to make “aesthetic” the towers of the Millau 

viaduct. The same Norman Foster was able to give its circular form to the new Apple head office 

thanks to the control of the curved glass in China, that has the planet’s biggest ovens in order to do 

that.  

The data visualization (convergence of subjects: technique/storyteller/artist” is a booming art. This 

discipline is part of a necessity – make complex data intelligible – and give the possibility to try all 

kinds of models, to simulate, to do graphic interpretations in three dimensions, this allowed the 

emergence of an artistic dimension in the information visualization. This is without question one of 

the best examples of the convergence between information, technology and artistic creativity.  

How would you like to pass it on to future generations? 

To make the passing in easier, we need: an adequate educational system, which does not select 

through the failure anymore, but through an encouragement to think “outside of the box”, a 

voluntary choice, assumed by the parents (i.e. Montessori Schools). The political power must favor 

this dawn by creating islands of creation (public/private bridges for clusters). Culture is not –in 

addition- expensive (1% of the State budget) but is too politicized (including the artists themselves).  
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Pierre-Yves Gautier, Professor (Université Panthéon-Assas), France. 

 
Does culture / creative imagination give you a reason to hope? 

Culture is both education and a taste; the family and the school inculcate it since the childhood, then 
we use it and keep it going all life long, and also enrich it, this is an update. We can not do without it, 
or only have a superficial one, the bare minimum, but then it is an impoverishment. As far as literary 
heritage is concerned, there is a little anxiety and electronic supports, so convenient, do not 
necessarily help. Neither does consumerism. 

Imagination is something else, because it imitates reality, while not existing;  it mingles with culture, 
when imagination is the product of culture (novel, movie, painting) and when it is given to the public. 
However we can be full of imagination and with no culture. 

In both cases, there is a reason to hope: not necessarily for better days, because culture and 
imagination are not always leant to virtue and moral progress of human societies, but at least for 
pleasure, elevation and recreation. 

On the other hand, the “legislative advances” paradoxically can be declines. For example, the recent 
experiments of VTA on books and e-books, dissuading the purchase, weakening  the bookshops, 
whereas the natural reaction is to consider the economic value of the cultural good less than the 
ordinary products. Or the law of March, 1st 2012 about the digitization and the online availability of 
unavailable books : beneficial effect for the public, who only has to go the a library to consult a book 
out of stock, but impairment of property right of the author, who must give accounts not only to his 
author but also to the community. 

Who embodies it the best? 

There is an initiative I experienced recently that I liked: the Treilles Gruner-Schlumberger (which 
hosts in a quiet and aesthetic place, near Draguigan – like the Villa Medicis – writers working on a 
new book, gives scholarships, hosts top-level seminars and has a wonderful library). In 2011, I took 
part in the centennial of Gallimard editions, only jurist in the middle of editors, writers, collection 
managers. We all enriched each other, living simply, without performing, like we do in the cities and 
in our more or less brilliant functions.  

What would be the initiative / project / work that embodies your reason to hope? 

What impresses me the most is the economic action stemming from a professional, an public 
institution, a sponsor, which aims to spread a difficult cultural good to the public, even if he knows in 
advance that it will not be profitable, because it costs too much, and because only a few will be 
interested …etc. The art house movie which will not stay long on screen, will not be available on VOD 
but which is a cultural investment and will get hold of generations; Complete Works, correspondence 

Everyone is required to fulfill the 
corvée, to make radiate a 

sustainable culture 
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between dazzling writers … Every process of this kind, starting, in the process of being published, 
sometimes spreading over dozens of years, gives me a deep reason to hope and to overcome the 
discouragements related to the admission of cultural integration, or of the piracy of works, under the 
pretence of a virtuous and hypocritical speech.  

How would you like to pass it on the future generations? 

 The history of humanity is already long: already in the arts, in literature, in music, in philosophy a,d 
even the big or small anecdotes that give a bit of spice to life, there is such a “fund” that being able 
to draw from it and pass it on to those around you, is a kind of mission of public utility that each of us 
can accomplish if he wants to, because there is neither obligation, nor sanction to the non-
transmission. There is no special title to take part in it. 

To pass on, we need first to accumulate, we come back to the update I mentioned in the first 
question. Internets, dedicated platforms, research engines, are very convenient, compared to the old 
modes, to receive and communicate the cultural data.  

However, there are pernicious effects: too much information, that can lead to content oneself with 
the minimum (the “Chinese restaurant menu” theory: too many dishes, so we keep to those we 
know); it can also lead to express a certain passivity: between typing a few key words in a research 
engine and immediately get results, and look for the right book, in a library, read it or glance through 
the index or the table of contents, there are unequal exercises for the human brain, our biological 
computer, exploitation system, storage and hard drive at the same time. 
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Jean-Pierre Houdin, architect, France. 

 

 
 

How does culture / creative imagination give you a reason to hope? 
 
The computer revolution, by disrupting our era just like printing disrupted the transmission of texts 
and knowledge during the Renaissance, democratized the access to culture. This is a digital era, we 
can see it with the myriad of software, virtual worlds, networks of networks (internet !) which clear 
the way to creation. More and more people could cross the line that separated the “viewer” from 
the “creator”, thus becoming cultural actors of a new type. A new proliferation of creative 
imagination directly results from this transformation, especially in the field of picture and video. In its 
wake, it carries away lots of other forms of expression, like the digital edition, which is now 
accessible to – almost - everyone. The diffusion by internet, via dedicated websites that are genuine 
cultural showcases able to bring dozens of thousands of artists, enables each of us to go out, make a 
name and exchange (for instance : http://vimeo.com/user7998991). The fundamental social role of 
culture can only be consolidated. And this, in a context where the economic world tends to get 
aware of the fact that culture constitutes a great way to communicate with the audience, just like 
sport has been for decades. Today, culture has become a necessity – in every country- it can not be 
kept out by the public authorities, whose role is, on the contrary, to make it durable by creating the 
conditions of its development, for example with the creation of an adequate legal background. At 
times of economic crisis, artists, as advanced people, pave the way for hope and renewal. Culture 
proves every day that it will have this role to play in the future.  
 
What would be the personal initiative / project / work that embodies your reason for hope ? 
 
For more than 12 years, I have been devoting myself to the elaboration of a definitive answer to one 
of the biggest enigmas of our History: how were built the pyramids of the 4th Egyptian dynasty, 
especially the most admired, the Great Pyramid of Kheops ? As an architect who had worked in the 
liberal framework for more than 20 years, I chose, at the end of the 90s, to challenge my professional 
life and to give up on a creature comfort that was ending up with becoming a routine. I close my 
practice and took a sabbatical year in order to think about my future.  I trained in new technologies 
(3D and internet at its early stages), thus preparing for a new way of life, more turned to the wish to 
find fulfillment in an idea or a personal project. This state of mind was fundamental the day my life 
radically changed when I came up against a simple concept about the pyramids: the idea that they 
could have been built from the inside and not from the outside, as the “Dominant Ideology” thought 
it had been. I was ready to seize this fate and entirely devote myself to it because the consequences 
were up to the challenge: to further knowledge in a universal historical and cultural field. This 
“venture” would never have existed if there had been no “break” shortly before.  

Totally intellectually and financially dedicated to this project, I went through hard times, but tenacity, 
passion, faith and persuasion allowed me to bring this project to the point it has reached today : the 
growing recognition, everywhere in the world, of the realism and probability of my suggestions. I see 

Rediscovering our past thanks to the 
tools of the future 
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in that recognition a reason for hope: to be able one day to bring scientific irrefutable evidence, 
which is now technically within reach.  We only lack a political will but I am sure that some day the 
force of my suggestions will end up being accepted by the political sector too.  

Till then, this experienced convinced me of one thing: the cultural world is cardinal for the man and 
can be an integral part of its professional life. 

Who embodies it the best? 
 
I can only answer this question with regard to my own personal career: the “Kheops adventure” 
constitutes a (modest) example of what creative imagination can engender. From a simple idea on a 
universal cultural topic and thanks to impressive digital tools (3D conception software, virtual reality, 
internet), to laws promoting cultural patronage (like the Dassault Systems program Passion for 
Innovation), passion, perseverance, lots of work and of course, an unfailing believe in what we do, it 
is possible to create a cocktail likely to give you all the reasons to hope (www.3ds.com/kheops). All 
you have to do is to take a look to the economic and media consequences related to this “Kheops 
adventure”! 
 
How would you like to pass it on to future generations? 

I never asked myself the question in these terms. This search for knowledge that is mine and 
concerns a 45 century-old enigma became a passion for a civilization which has a lot to give and 
teach in lots of fields. My adventure, my challenge are very personal but the result, if it turns out that 
I am right, is intended for everyone. To write a chapter of History would already be an amazing 
reward … and History is meant to be passed on from generations to generations … 
 

  

http://www.3ds.com/kheops
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Claudine Schmuck, Associate direcotr, Global Contact, France. 

 

 
 

Does culture / creative imagination give you a reason to hope? 

The time we live makes me think about Renaissance, a moment of turmoil, of questioning and of 

incandescence. A time of crisis and of realization. The references points change, transformations 

happen. If we do not choose them, we can only undergo them… Creative imagination makes me 

hope that it is possible to create another way to be in the world. As printing or astronomy in the 15th 

Century, the digital, biology, astrophysics in the 21st Century create a new space to clear, that is the 

basis of the incredible acceleration of the innovations we notice today.  When creative imagination is 

exerted on the convergence between disciplines and technologies seen as distant from each other, it 

carries the development of improbable and fascinating inventions. The challenge of creative 

imagination today? Reinvent the man of Vitruve, create the face of humanity 5.0. 

Who embodies it the best? 

The one who, I think, embodies it the best thanks to his work in its entirety is the philosopher and 

scientist Michel Serres, who has been exploring for a long time the power of interdisciplinarity he 

already evoked in Passage du Nord Ouest. He is a humanist who had a premonition and analyzed 

most of today’s questioning, like for example “Hominescence”, book that described in 2001 how 

sciences and techniques transform the human being, create an “augmented” humanity to define. 

This is what he invites us to today when he writes that it is time to invent “unimaginable news, 

outside the obsolete frames that format our behaviors. (…), because everything has to be done 

again, everything has to be invented” … 

What would be the personal initiative / project / work that embodies your reason to hope? 

The recent creation I liked the most was the trip offered by the Cartier foundation in the country of 

mathematics. A very surprising exhibition where mathematicians, astrophysicists and artists helped 

seeing and understanding the language of mathematics.  

How would you like to pass it on to future generations? 

I would like to pass on to the young people this curiosity, this desire to understand the world that 

surrounds us and to be part of it. This is what led me to launch Science Factor on Facebook, the social 

network the teenagers use the most. Science Factor is a space of exchange, conversations, where we 

test their receptiveness to recent innovations we introduce in a few lines. The special feature of this 

Humo sapiens 5.0 ? 
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approach is that we organized a very simple competition, open to everyone, which allowed them to 

express themselves and to introduce an innovation they would like to support and we asked them to 

explain the contribution for the society and/or humanity. The simplicity if the process aims at 

allowing teenagers of all levels to take part in and introduce a project. It also enables to reveal 

whether the project is on the same wavelength as the expectations of this generation, because the 

votes of the “Facenauts”, in the majority teenagers of the same age, decide the chosen finalist 

projects. I hope that while we underline their ability to imagine, to create innovative projects, we 

give them the ability to be, to chose and to become, rooted in humanistic values. 

 

 


